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Abstract: In this modern world things need to be less effort taking to get completed. Everyone is busy with their life. Though people realize their social responsibility they are not able to find time and adequate information to exercise it. Raising complaint about a public issue has never been easy; have to reach out concern department branch office which covers the region. Then it has to find out the procedure to raise the complaint as the process differs based on location and department. In general, even a high prioritized complaint will take a minimum of 1 or 2 days to get sorted out. It may take even a week for the complaint to reach the responsible person, and then the action need be taken. This existing process is time consuming and the issue stands still for some more period. Considering all these issues our project has been designed in such a way people needs to spend just a news reading time to do their duty. Our project is an android application which will let all users to raise complaints about all public issues such as nuisances, broken water pipe, damaged street light, improper functioning of ration shop, etc. These complaints in turn will reach the concern department and action will be taken. End user will get acknowledged once the complaint is taken in. The complaint gets escalated to higher authority if no action is taken within the given period of time. In this digital world this application will play a major role in taking care public issues. This application lets women to raise a complaint which will be taken action immediately by forwarding the complaint to the nearby police available based on location.

1. INTRODUCTION

This is an initiation for providing the solution to the issue that every individual face in their day-to-day life. Till now, if someone is facing issue regarding something, they have to file a complaint in the respective departments in order to get the problem solved. Here we have developed an app where every individual can post their issue and get their problems solved.

2. RELATED WORKS


3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed solution will include the ability to extract complaint information from the cloud. The proposed solution will provide public access to allow admin cannot view complaints information automatic information passing in to other admin2 not takes any response means directly send to admin3. The proposed solution will include the functionality to complaint-related information (complaint number, notes, complaint information, important dates, etc.). Complaints is provided so that admin can solve the problems easily. Can suggest a solution for solving the problems in a better way.

4. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

5. MODULES AND DESCRIPTION

5.1. LOGIN/REGISTRATION AND DATABASE CREATION

In this module, we have created a design for login and signup screen. The signup page contains email id or user name, mobile number, password and confirm password those kinds of details should be stored in database. when the user login the app, it should retrieve the data to the database and combine based on the user input, if it is a match user can proceed further in the app otherwise it should give an alert and show a message to the user. In the Database Creation Module, admin only has the rights to register an new user for both parent and Drivers. We want to store all details at cloud.
5.2. POST EMERGENCY ISSUE

In this module user post the emergency issue publicly and particular department can be noted and even user can register the complaint for particular department and upload the proof of the complaint send to cloud database.

5.3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT ISSUE

In this application contain many admins, user can send the complaint and the administrative reporter admin view the complaint and update the status for the particular user complaint else administrative reporter admin not response means that particular complaint that will carry over to higher officials.

5.4. PUBLIC IDEA STATUS

This module the user can upload their own suggestions and ideas publicly without any regression. And the uploaded post posted by the user can be viewed by all the other users and even admin officers. complaint status to cloud database.

6. CONCLUSION

The complaint gets escalated to higher authority if no action is taken within the given period of time. In this digital world this application will play a major role in taking care public issues.
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